22         PBB-ARYAN AND PRE-DRAVIDIAtf
In the Kol or Manda languages, Santali ban&m means
" violin, to play on violin " ; the last operation requires
the use of an archet or a little bow.
On the other hand the Indonesian forms can be
reduced in a large numbei to the type of panah. This
word designates the bow* in Malaya, and in Java, the
bow and the arrow Amongst the Dayaks of Borneo,
the bow is called pvnak. In numerous languages of the
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Philippines, pana is the name of the arrow,, and in
Mindanao panah is the name of the bow. Lastly in
Madagascar fana^ falla, designate both the bow and
the arrow. M. Nieawenhuis who has studied these
Indonesian forms reasonably admits that panak must
have meant, in ancient times, both the bow and the
arrow in all parts of the Malaya archipelago (Art.
already referred to, p. 19).
The comparison of the Mon-Khmer forms thus teaches
us that panah is derived from the verb paH, pok " to
draw the bow w by adding an infix. One understands that
the fcame of instrument, thus formed, designates both
the bow and the arrow, i.e.9 all that is required
for drawing the bow. The origin of the Sanskrit word
d£n& cannot be, therefore, any longer doubted. It is a,
loan from the Austro-Asiatic languages and a very
aaeient_ban_ because the word can be found ia the Rg-
veda, VI, 75, 17. The sonant initial of barta was surely
not used to translate an Austro-Asiatic p in Indo-Aryan.
The b of the Vedtc form is therefore, of a nature to
, prove the antiquity of fa still found in the Cambodian
writing of our days.
The Aryans however, certainly knew the use of bow
before, their entrance into India. Why have they then
borrowed from the Austro-Asiatics a word for the arrow ?

